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INITIATIVES
The Fest leads with the prime objective to
provide a common platform and friendly
environment to the freshers of the North-Eastern
region of India, who stays miles away from their
natives in the National Capital for the purpose of
Education. The programme is aimed to showcase
the rich heritage of the Ashta-Lakshmi states
highlighting the ethnic culture, traditional
dresses and festival dances.

REALITIES
The different looks has resulted in to sort of
identity problem in rest of India which is not
aware of the NE region as a whole. This sometimes
causes misunderstanding between them & local
people. Feeling of alienation in one's own country
saddens people from NE India & has occasionally
resulted in unpleasant incidents. Hence, we
identify the problems and lay emphasis on
increasing awareness about this region and its
people all over the country.

NEED FOR NESt.FEST
Due to distinct facial features, some of the people
of North East are sometimes mistaken and they
face discrimination or humiliation in other parts
of the country. In order to reduce this gap and
build bridge between North East and Rest of
India. We organize events and cultural programs
in different states promoting the varied and
vibrant cultural heritage of the North-East.
'NESt.Fest' is organized for fresher students of
North East to help them adapt to their new
environment in different cities.

NESt.FEST 2019

Key Features
Ÿ Musicals Bands of North-East
Ÿ Cultural Dances of North-East
Ÿ Performances by Renowned celebrities of North-East
Ÿ Fashion Show showcasing the clothes of North-East
Ÿ Exhibition of activities being undertaken in North-

East by Government
Ÿ Traditional cuisine stalls by North-Eastern State

Bhawans / Students Unions (on availability)
Ÿ Display of Handicrafts of North-East (on availability)
Ÿ Programs by students from North-East studying in

Delhi
Ÿ Cultural performances by local artists

ABOUT THE ORGANIZATION
Ages ago Bharat Varsh (India) heralded “Vasudhaiv Kutumbkam” (Entire
world is one big family). India is a living example of “Unity in Diversity”
where numerous religions have been coexisting peacefully for centuries.
However, myopic vision of many a political parties is eroding the
foundation built upon 'unity in diversity' by dividing people on the basis
of religion, region, caste, sub-castes, language etc. The division of citizens
on the basis of region is so severe that in our own country, people from NE
States like Arunachal Pradesh, Tripura, Nagaland, Assam, Manipur,
Mizoram, Meghalaya, Sikkim. are considered as foreigners in Rest of
India. My Home India is working as an ambassador strengthening
national harmony across the country.
We can't ignore importance of youth & children in nation building.
Youth are our “Present” but children hold our “Future”. It is very
important to ensure all-round development of children to secure a bright
future for the country.
In line with above philosophy, we focus our efforts on two primary
activities:
1. Emotional integration and Cultural integration between people of rest
of India with the North Eastern States & to further bolster feeling of
brotherhood all across North eastern states.
2. To work on reunification of children rescued and brought to Children
homes across India with their parents.

STRENGTHS OF MY HOME INDIA
ŸProvide homely feeling to all the Indians across India

staying away from home.
ŸNationwide presence enabling us to reach out in many

states all over country.
Ÿ Presence in 65 centers & growing each day to even

newer locations.
Ÿ Operates 24X7 helpline with offices in Delhi,

Mumbai, Pune, Bangalore, Lucknow, Varanasi,
Chandigarh and various other cities.
Ÿ Strong credentials/testimonials earned by hard

work all over the country.
Ÿ Keeps in constant touch with children after

reunification/ rehabilitation.
Ÿ Team of dedicated 70 fulltime coordinators and Pan

India base of volunteers.
Ÿ We don't take any donations from the beneficiary.

Ÿ Open for all with no membership fees.
Ÿ Very few organization working for the North

East.
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13th Anniversary Celebration
On 26th February, 2019 My Home India celebrated
13 years of glory towards serving the Nation
through it's voluntary services. To commemorate
this journey and acknowledge the numerous efforts
by it's volunteers, the organization organized 13th
Anniversary Celebration Programme at Vigyan
Bhawan, New Delhi in the august presence of
Hon'ble Vice-President of India Shri M. Venkaiah
Naidu.
The chief guest Hon'ble Vice President Shri M.
Venkaiah Naidu in his speech praised My Home
India and congratulated it for completing 13 years
in its service to the nation. He also mentioned that
“My purpose for coming here is to interact with
youth of the nation and specially of the North East”.
He also talked about the 4 C's that should be the
decisive factors for a person: Character, Caliber,
Capacity and Conduct.
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